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Topics

• Generic v. Specific Algorithm
• Pseudocode
• More Conditionals
• Repetitions



Example Problem

• Given the decimal number 104, what is its 
hexadecimal representation?

• An algorithm to solve this problem would not help 
if the number were (e.g.) 105 



Generic Algorithm

• Given the decimal number D, display its hexadecimal 
representation

• If this algorithm is found, then it can be used for any 
positive integer 



“Boundaries” of an Algorithm

• Given the decimal number D, display its hexadecimal 
representation  
 
 
 
 
 

Input into algorithm; in 
this case, a number

Output from algorithm; 
in this case, a number

More specifically, a 
decimal number

More specifically, a 
hexadecimal number



Inputs and Outputs

• Some algorithms have multiple inputs

• Some algorithms have multiple outputs

• And some algorithms have no inputs and/or no 
outputs



Chaining Algorithms

• Output of one algorithm can be used as input to next 
algorithm 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Given decimal D, display 
hexadecimal value

Given decimal D, 
return binary value B

Given binary B, return 
hexadecimal value

+

Given hexadecimal H, 
display its value

+



Describing Algorithms

Start with D

Is 2E 
> D?Let E = 0

No

Yes
Decrement E

Set D = D - 2E; 
Output 1

Is E 0?

Done
Is 2E ≤ D

Output 0

Yes

No

No

Yes

Increment E



Verbose Pseudocode Example

• Let there be a variable D that is the input number

• Let there be a variable E that is set to 0

• While 2 raised to the E power is less than or equal to 
D

• Set E to be E plus 1

• Set E to be E minus 1

• While E is not 0...

Don’t do this, please!



Pseudocode Details

• User prompts should appear exactly as how the user 
would see it

• State destination of output data (such as “Display” or 
“File”)

• Surround variable names with “<“ and “>”

• As necessary, make up pseudocode instructions (e.g., 
“Make camera click sound”, “Vibrate phone for 1 
second”, “Set top-left LED to white at half power”)



Better Pseudocode Example

<D> = input 
<E> = 0 
While 2^<E> is <= <D> 
    <E> = <E> + 1 
While <E> is not = 0 
    <E> = <E> - 1 
    If 2^<E> <= <D> 
        <D> = <D> - 2^<E> 
        Display “1” 
    Else 
        Display “0”

Note use of indentation to 
make things clearer

Note consistent 
terminology Display “X”



Control Structure: Conditional

<D> = input 
<E> = 0 
While 2^<E> is <= <D> 
    <E> = <E> + 1 
While <E> is not = 0 
    <E> = <E> - 1 
    If 2^<E> <= <D> 
        <D> = <D> - 2^<E> 
        Display “1” 
    Else 
        Display “0”

Algorithm makes a 
choice based upon this 

condition

True Branch - Required

False Branch - Optional



Control Structure: Repetition

<D> = input 
<E> = 0 
While 2^<E> is <= <D> 
    <E> = <E> + 1 
While <E> is not = 0 
    <E> = <E> - 1 
    If 2^<E> <= <D> 
        <D> = <D> - 2^<E> 
        Display “1” 
    Else 
        Display “0”

Algorithm keeps 
performing step(s) as long 

as conditional is true

Here is another repetition!



Example: Drawing a Line on the 
Screen

• Initial Condition: Screen is blank

• Ending Condition: Line drawn
Display “Enter length of line, in pixels” 
<size> = input 
If <size> < 0 
    Display “Length can’t be negative!” 
Else 
    <len> = 0 
    While <len> is < <size> 
        Display “*” 
        <len> = <len> + 1

This <len> is an example 
of a “counter” variable



In-Class Assignment

• Take your algorithm from last week and convert the 
following steps into pseudocode. You will need a repetition 
and at least 1 variable (to represent the width of the road).

• Make sure your name, email address, initial condition(s), 
ending condition(s), and assumption(s) are listed in the file

• Submit as xroad filename to get credit for today

1. Start walking. 
2. Continue walking through the crosswalk. 
3. Once you have reached the other curb, step up on it.


